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It’s time to welcome state-of-the-art technology into the bathroom. It’s time to expect a revolution in your 
showering experience. A revolution that can deliver the ultimate luxury and comfort  while showering. 

It’s the new benchmark in showering luxury. And it awaits the touch of your finger’s command.

IT’S TIME TO CHANGE 
THE WAY YOU SHOWER.



INTRODUCING 
THE REVOLUTIONARY 

Artize Showertronic iV6.

The electronic, thermostatic and flow static mixer that's the best thing to ever 

happen to showering! 

Artize Showertronic iV6 is an intelligent water mixer system, which automatically 

maintains the water temperature and flow rate during showering. At the touch of 

a fingertip on the high-durability, waterproof touchpad, you can choose your 

shower mode, control the temperature, and manage water flow.



TECHNOLOGY FOR AN 
UNMATCHED SHOWERING 
EXPERIENCE. 



How does Artize Showertronic iV6 do a better, more precise, more reliable job 

of giving you water at the temperature you desire? 

The answer lies in the advanced technology that lies behind the beautiful, simple, 

waterproof touchpad interface – a perfect balance between functional simplicity and 

technical complexity.

Showertronic iV6's innovative electronic thermostatic mixing system has 6 

electronic valves, and multiple sensors. These are connected to a state-of-the-art 

intelligent  control software  managing all showering operations. 

Showertronic iV6 also has its own battery back up to give you uninterrupted 

showers in case of power failures. 

It also offers convenience and safety features like warm-up mode, auto clean, thermal 

disinfection, on-screen alarms and auto cut-off. 

TEMPERATURE AND FLOW
AS YOU LIKE IT...



Artize Showertronic iV6 has been designed to be easy to operate, totally safe and 

offer uninterrupted showering luxury even in tough, Indian operating conditions. 

It has been designed and built with a range of features and benefits that will soon 

be seen not as luxuries but as necessities, by anyone who experiences them.

LUXURY THAT PERFORMS
IN THE REAL WORLD.



this feature preheats the shower for you by flushing out 

cold water until the desired preset temperature is reached 

WARM UP MODE:



the system can automatically set itself up after installation by determining 

and activating the outlets connected and their maximum flow rates

AUTOMATIC STARTUP:



the water temperature is kept constant with no surprising hot water shocks even if 

somebody flushes the toilet or opens a faucet elsewhere in the house

NO RISK OF SCALDING:



Showertronic iV6 is a flow-static mixer as well. Its 6 intelligent 

valves, sensors and software maintain the water's flow 

perfectly steady at the flow rate you choose 

ROCK-STEADY 
WATER FLOW: 



perfect for when you're soaping or shampooing, it maintains 

and automatically finds the exact temperature and flow rate 

of the shower when you restart it

PAUSE MODE:





ensures perfect hygiene in the system with water-shock 

flushing from all outlets to remove lime and impurities from 

the pipes and outlets

AUTOMATIC 
INTERNAL CLEANUP:  



store your preferred settings in its memory, including 

the water outlet of your choice, the flow rate, and of 

course, the temperature

SETTINGS 
MEMORY:



THERMAL DISINFECTION: 
recommended to be done annually to ensure hygiene, this feature flushes hot water 

through all outlets for 5 minutes - at the maximum temperature available in the water heater



AUTO-CALIBRATION: 
stabilizes the water against any external change in pressure, 

water flow or temperature



ALARM DISPLAY: 
when the system spots problems that persist for over 5 

seconds, you won't be left guessing 

Artize Showertronic iV6. The thermostatic, flow static shower control system that puts every 

imaginable showering convenience - at your fingertips!

AL 3: Cold water failure

AL 4: Hot water failure

AL 5: Insufficient hot water temperature

AL 6: Cold water temperature too high

AL 7: Temperature sensor malfunction

Er 1: Communication error



iV6 THE TECHNOLOGY 
THAT MAKES 
THE DIFFERENCE:

For delivering water at the desired flow rate and temperature, Artize Showertronic iV6 offers 

several key advantages over other systems - advantages that come from being an Intelligent 

Valve Sensor System

No cartridges: no small electric motors or other similar parts that need to be 

recalibrated or replaced. iV6 runs on intelligent software

Handles differential pressures: even up to 5 bar, between hot and cold water inputs

High-precision sensors: to check water flow rate and temperature every 50 

milliseconds for instant control and cut off, if required

Safety: Low voltage (12V DC) compliance for wet areas.

Durability:  great for continuous use thanks to the absence of friction, IP 5-4 

components, and piezo-electric technology - which makes it India's first reliable 

fully electronic thermostat

12Vd c

PIEZO-ELECTRIC 
T E C H N O L O G Y

Calibrated
100%



All you need to start enjoying showering like never before, are the following in your bathroom:

1.  Constant hot water supply (storage heaters of at least 80 -100 ltr capacity)

2.  Filtered and softened water supply

3.  A minimum water pressure of 3 Bar in your cold and hot water supply lines

THE 3 REQUISITES
FOR REVOLUTIONARY
SHOWERING LUXURY:



RAINJOY. THE SHOWER-SPA 
WORKS BEST WITH 
SHOWERTRONICS iV6:
rainjoy from Artize is the next step in extra large, concealed, overhead 

showers. Featuring clean, aesthetic lines, and an enviable size, rainjoy 

is a shower that envelops you with an array of soothing sensations 

inspired by nature’s brilliant, rejuvenating ways with water

Offering a choice of showering modes like Rain, Intense, Waterfall and 

even Mist, the rainjoy showering experience is a complete body bath 

that envelops the senses like a session at the spa! 

A COMPLETE RANGE OF SPAS TO CHOOSE FROM



THE SHOWERTRONIC 
iV6 TOUCHPAD 
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 4 complimentary maintenance visits • 
 • On-site plumbing guidelines

• *Trained service personnel • Spare parts back-up  
• Nationwide reach

EVERY ARTIZE PRODUCT COMES
WITH A PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE

SERVICE, FREE FOR 1 YEAR.

For more information log on to artize.com
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